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“…he hit 3rd in the world, yes WORLD - a boy called Alain Baxter fae Aviemore learning 
his stuff on Cairngorm, battering doon the M1 run as a kid and pursuing the dream” 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Welcome to the Cairngorm Ski Club’s Athlete Development Plan. There are three 
components to this document:  
 
Athlete development outline 
Athlete development guidelines for coaches and parents  
Coaching handbook  
 
From ski holidays with the family to the National Ski Team, the phases of development and 
maturity that an athlete goes through are critical to their success and enjoyment of snow 
sports. Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) plan aims to map out the important stages 
that an athlete should follow, while at the same time offering direction and understanding 
to the coaches, athletes and the athlete’s parents. In essence the plan is a set of goals, 
values, and a culture that we believe is important in training all athletes within our 
organisations.  
 
The world of athlete development is constantly moving. There are new buzzwords, new 
studies, new books producing new theories about how best to train aspiring and elite 
sports men and women. A few relevant studies (appendices) are incorporated into this 
development plan. What is critical, and often overlooked is that the LTAD plan needs to 
provide a balanced holistic approach to the athlete as a person (appendix 2). The plan must 
be relevant and specific to snowsport in Scotland and the UK.  
 
While many sports in the UK have adapted to new methods and philosophies of coaching, 
snow sports is not yet among them. Set against a backdrop of parents and athletes 
desperately in need of a cohesive plan to understand and follow up the athletic ladder, we 
continually struggle to provide clarity and clear direction. Awareness, education and long 
term planning, helps club coaches coach, club committees commit to a pathway, and club 
athletes to feel supported. We can all strive to reach our goals in the safest and most 
productive way possible. 
 
There are precious few short cuts in developing athletes. Short cuts result in injury, burn 
out, and a lack of enjoyment and fulfillment in the sport. An example of this is with boys 
and girls who mature earlier than their year group. The early strength advantage makes 
them fast, but often at the expense of important fundamental skills. This leads to reaching 
a performance ceiling a few years down the road where progress becomes very difficult, 
and injury becomes frequent. As athletes progress in age and ability, they pass through 
seven specific phases of development, which are outlined in this document. These are the 
cornerstones of a healthy athletic career.  
 
The Cairngorm Ski Club has produced some of Britain’s best athletes over the years. Alain 
Baxter made a world impact on the sport winning Olympic Bronze in Salt Lake City 
Olympic Games. The LTAD plan aims to provide a safety net to protect, direct and 
empower athletes, parents and coaches alike, while offering them a sound knowledge and 
understanding of the world of a developing ski racer. Athletes with a sound physical, 
psychological and technical development, not only progress further, they also have a 
healthy passion for the sport.  
 
Sean Langmuir 
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ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT OUTLINE  
 
 
1. FIVE LEVELS OF ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT 
 
The five stages of development make up the Long Term Athlete Development Plan.  
 
Like the building blocks on a Jenga tower, having a strong foundation means that athletes 
can be stronger, faster and reach to higher levels of performance. In short, smart athlete 
planning enables athletes to reach their maximum potential. These stages in an athlete’s 
development continue throughout this document: 
    
 
 
   Fundamentals (8 – 10 years old) 
   Building the foundations of technique   
    
 
 
 
    

   Train to train (10 – 12 years old) 
   Learning about training and your sport  
 
 
    
    
   Train to train (12 - 14 years old) 
   Becoming a young ski racer  
 
 
    
    
   Train to contend (14 - 16 years)  
   Becoming an athlete  
 
    
  
 
 
   Train to optimise (16 + years)  
   Pushing the limits 
   Becoming a coach 
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2. BUILDING AND SHAPING A YOUNG ATHLETE  
 
MANAGEMENT and building a team around each athlete 
 
It is critical to provide a safety net to protect, direct and empower athletes in any sport. We 
advise building a network (or team) around your athlete that includes their club coach, as 
well as some volunteer mentors and managers, who can each add input to the 
programme. This “Team” offers the athlete a sound knowledge and understanding of the 
world of a developing ski racer. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RIGHT PLACE RIGHT TIME  
 
“Competition is a good servant but a poor master”  
 
This is also an interesting area of research, which suggests that opportunity, direction and 
circumstances, can have the greatest impact on success in sport (Bounce by Matthew Syed). 
No revelations there, but it reminds us that the coach and the peer groups are critical 
components in an athlete’s journey.  
 
“Overemphasising competition in the early phases of training will always cause short 
comings in athletic abilities later in an athlete’s career” I Balyi and A Hamilton.  
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Dr Istvan Balyi, quoted above, is considered by many to be the world’s leading expert on 
LTAD. Dr Balyi warns that the biggest negative impact on performance is over competing. 

 

BALANCING LIFE AND SPORT  

The Performance Bubble - Ian Linklater’s concept of growing areas of performance 
(bubbles) in balance with each other. When using this method one can easily see which 
bubbles need to grow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
THE TEN THOUSAND HOUR RULE 
 
It is widely accepted that an athlete needs approximately 10,000 hours (or 10 years of 
roughly 3 hours a day) of practice to become world class, (Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell), 
although of course this is not a guarantee.  
 
If you want to be a WC ski racer “Every decision you make, from what you eat to what you 
do with your time tonight, turns you into who you are tomorrow, and the day after that. 
Look at who you want to be, and start sculpting yourself into that person.” ― Chris Hadfield, An 
Astronaut's Guide to Life on Earth 
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MATURITY AND GROWTH  
 
It is worth noting that girls mature (peak height velocity PHV) earlier than boys. PHV 
measures the maximum rate of growth in height in a single growth spurt. This tells us the 
development age of athletes. In most cases the PHV (growth spurt) for girls is a year 
earlier than for boys (appendix 3).  
 
The strength-training window for boys begins 12 to 18 months after PHV. There are two 
windows of opportunity too strength training for girls. Window one is immediately after 
PHV. Window two begins with the onset of menarche (the first menstrual period) 

Special emphasis is also required for flexibility training due to the sudden growth of bones, 
tendons, ligaments and muscles. Coaches can monitor PHV to adapt training. In snow 
sports this is especially relevant in Strength and Conditioning.  

 

3. SPECIALISATION SPORTS 

Like most sports, Alpine and Freestyle skiing are late specialisation sports. This means 
that they can be taken up, or started later in a young athlete’s sporting life, perhaps 8 to 12 
years old. Early specialisation sports like swimming and gymnastics need involvement and 
specific focus at a very young age to succeed in the long term.  
 
Although Alpine and Freestyle are categorised as late specialisation, they are “early 
engagement / kinaesthetic sports”. Athletes need to engage with snow early to develop the 
high degree of feel for the snow and ice they are moving on (appendix 4). 
 
 
 

 
  

Ex CSC trainee Duncan Freshwater coaching current CSC trainee and overall British U12 winner Calum Langmuir  
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4. THE IMPORTANCE OF FREE SKIING  
 
Motor skill development before 12 years old is important. A full variety of skills can only be 
attained from a high volume of free skiing. The importance of focused technical free skiing 
and deliberate play free skiing is a major component of the LTAD plan.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING MULTI SKILLED  

It takes a considerable length of time to be world class (appendix 5), and nothing is left to 
chance or luck. UK Sport says on the importance of multi skills: 

“It is very important that, when coaching children, we progressively build a wide array of 
multi-skills before and alongside trying to build sport-specific skills:  

• Multi-skills are the foundation for any sport-specific techniques and skills 

• Children with solid foundations in the Fundamentals of Movement pick up sport-specific 
skills better and do so more quickly. 

In modern sport, players and athletes need to be able to do a great number of things to 
succeed. The days of one-trick ponies have long gone in professional sport. Hence, the 
bigger the children’s skills bank is, the better for them.” 
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6. THE ALPINE EVENTS  
 
Kombi 
 

Kombi courses are designed for younger athletes and are mostly intended to mix a 
variety of turn radius and terrain into one course. They are FUN and promote the 
FUNdamentals at Stage 2 and 3. Older athletes enjoy these too and will likely want 
to join in! See the video. 

Stubby gates 
 

These are also called SPM boy gates and are soft. Best used 
with a brush grip base for speed of setting. These are great tools 
for setting training courses for all levels of athletes where the 
coach wants to focus on purely what the skis and feet are doing 
with no distraction from the bigger slalom poles. WC athletes 
train with these so they ARE NOT JUST FOR KIDS!  

Dual Slalom 
 

Side by side racing is very important to promote competition and a racing spirit. 
Mostly this involves Stages 2 and 3 as these age groups will find it harder to push 
them without a visual gauge. 

Slalom 
 

Slalom gates should be set 8-9 metres apart for Stage 2/3 should include less or no 
combinations. Courses should be set with stubby, or mini gates to involve less 
physical obstacles and more focus on technique.  

At Stage 4, racers need to be familiar with combinations of gates. Larger gates up 
to 25mm are used but training should still involve lots of drills using gummy (or SPM 
boy gates). Distances are still 8-9 metres but the offset (horizontal distance) can be 
increased, to introduce rhythm change and variety of turn radius. 

Stage 5 and beyond is similar to Stage 3 but the size of the gates increase to 
30mm. These are still heavy for some of the less developed athletes, and smaller 
gates still need to be used to improve technique.  

Giant Slalom 
 

Mini Giant Slalom gates are available for Stage 2. We like to 
think of these in the same way as football and rugby balls are 
made for children of various sizes. You can pack a lot of them 
around which is important for coaches’ backs!  

Courses and distances will depend on the terrain but must 
have lots of space on each side for spill zones, and can be 
set as short as 13m if you are training with SL skis (great way 
to train GS in Scotland). Stages 3 and above follow FIS 
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recommendations.   

Skier Cross 
 

Skier Cross (or skier X) is where 4 racers start at the same time and race through 
an open set course with jumps and banked turns. This is a great all round skier skill 
test, and introduces athletes to a sport that they can switch over to once they have 
the skills to go fast and be safe.  

Currently between 80% and 90% of all successful SkierX athletes have come from 
a high level of Alpine before switching over. Currently 30-40 Alpine FIS points is a 
good target if an athlete wants to have a chance of making it in to the top 50 in the 
world skierX ranking.  

To access the FIS regulations and course setting guidelines click here. 

 
7. CHARACTERISTICS OF GREAT ALPINE SKI RACERS  
 

All round athleticism 

It is evident that most top skiers are good at many sports.  Due to the nature of ski racing, 
it is imperative that a child is exposed to a cross section of other sports though out the 
year.  Physical abilities and superior fitness are the king pins of confidence. 

Agility and explosiveness 

Ski Racing is a very explosive sport.  Conditions, course, and terrain are constantly 
changing.   Skiers are required to be explosive and agile. 

Fast Decision Making 

Because of the ever-changing playing field, the ability to make lightning fast decisions are 
paramount.  This ability is very apparent in the champions of alpine ski racing. 

Early Initiation of the “Spirit and fun of competition” 

The love of going fast is an innate quality a ski racer must have and playing the game of 
ski racing is a great way to initiate the sport of wanting to go fast.  It is imperative to 
experience ski racing in a fun way.  

High Volume of Ski Mileage in the early years 

Although it is sometimes an arduous task in winter conditions, more hours of exposure to 
snow between the ages of three and five will result in more natural and relaxed skiing in 
latter years.   A few hours per day on skis between the ages of three and five can be worth 
three or four days of catch up when they are 12.  Although this is not based on science 
and is not rule of thumb, when researching the background of many top skiers, evidence 
shows there was regular exposure to time on snow at age three to five. 

Technically correct before onset of PHV (growth spurt) 
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By the end of the Learn to Train stage, skiers must have learned the basic essential skills 
of skiing and be technically very sound.  As children enter their growth spurt it is possible 
that one or two seasons may be spent “getting through” the course.  After this point it may 
be very difficult to catch up with basic technical requirements and to correct fundamental 
skill under a more demanding competitive environment 

The Winning Mind 

To excel in any sport there must be an innate desire to succeed.  Winning may come in 
many forms to each individual.  However, each formal sport or game is designed to have a 
winner and the desire to win or succeed must come from within. 
 

8. PLANNING TO RACE  

“If you learn to ski on Cairngorm, you can ski anywhere else in the world…..” 

CSC offers club training from mid January to mid April (if we are lucky on a good snow 
year) Many CSC members ski only one day a week, so this means 12-16 training days 

How do you get the suggested amount of snow days in Scotland?  See the attached 
snowsport matrix for a rough indication of how many snow days you should be aiming for.  
The holidays, the opportunities to ski with the school, with the family on other weekends, 
additional ski camps that the club offers are key (like the Hintertux Camp), skiing both 
training days on the weekends all add up. 

It is critical that time on snow is maximised: free skiing on and off piste, gate training, 
technical drills, free skiing, as well as race days.  If one run with a technical focus takes 1 
minute to get down, you may only get 20 minutes of focussed training a day, or over a 
weekend.  Compare this to a swimming club, football club, or tennis, where you would get 
60 min or more of focussed training 2, or 3 times a week.  So all time on snow must be 
maximised, including the time at races. 

Many times, the amount of training days there are before the races start in Scotland is not 
enough.  Some kids go into their first races of the season not having trained gates yet.  
Race days need to be seen as training days, with different measurements of successes 
being tracked (other then medals), like learning about how to ski race, and a culture of 
independence and self reliability. It is not enough to only do your race run; warm ups, drills, 
free skiing, ski park challenges, after race training, should all be mandatory. 

Behind every great athlete, are committed supportive parents.  CSC has a well-known 
family commitment, as demonstrated with the organised ski races, the CSC ski kit sale, 
pizza nights, and endless hours driving your kids up and down the roads to training and 
races.   Whether your child will become a WC ski racer or have a passion to ski for the rest 
of their lives, it starts with parental support.   

“I wanted kids to know that it's cool to be in a ski race in the morning and to go play in 
the terrain park in the afternoon. It's not one or the other.” - Ted Ligety 
 
It's never either-or, never enjoyment versus advancement, so long as you conceive of 
advancement in terms of learning rather than climbing to the next rung of the professional 
ladder. You are getting ahead if you learn, even if you wind up staying on the same rung.”  
― Chris Hadfield, An Astronaut's Guide to Life on Earth 
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9. EQUIPMENT GUIDE (Recommendations only)   

 
Note: GS skis are fantastic fun and will help overall ski ability. They should be used on 
camps abroad where the racers have big wide open spaces to train on. 
 
Boot flex  
 
U10 - 60 on a four clip boot 
U12 - 70 on a four clip boot  
U14 - 90 on a four clip boot  
U16 - 110 to 120  
U18 - 130 + 
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10. COACH EDUCATION  
 
UK Coach Education Courses (UKCP) are available in the UK through Snowsport 
Scotland and BASI. Level 1 is the entry level and, and apart from being suited for aspiring 
club coaches, this also suitable for skiing parents who wish to learn more about the 
coaching process. The skiing standard is carved turns down a blue or easy red.  

Level 2 and level 3 are more for coaches and will include a higher level of skiing 
requirement, course setting practice and international racing awareness.  

Historically Scottish coaches have also been attracted to the Canadian (CSCF) system as 
it is English speaking and has a lot more detail in the coaching material. These courses 
are not offered in Europe.  
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11. APPENDECIS  
 
Appendix 1 
 
What people have said: 

“What Istvan is advocating now is what we as national coaches were trying to implement 
20 years ago but we never had the logistics or resources to do it properly.” (Tom McNab, 
WC Advisers Seminar, April 2002) 

“This knowledge base has been around for a long while and has a sound scientific basis. 
In simple terms it is what I would call a good PE programme linked to a high quality and 
progressive sports development programme”. (Margaret Talbot, Stakeholder Workshop, 
Nov. 2002) 

“For Swimming, Long Term Athlete Development is our weapon of mass instruction! The 
implications of implementing LTAD within our sport are far reaching and provide a dynamic 
force for change and sustainable development at all levels from learn to swim to WC elite”. 
(Di Bishop, NASD Seminar, April 2003) 
Appendix 2 
 
The Circle of Health model (Coleen) 
The model states that activity and performance, and renewal and recovery should be in 
balance. They are both equally important to health, and functions as a way of getting 
optimal function, well-being, and quality of life. Physical, mental, spiritual, social, and role 
functioning are objective and subjective factors within the model on each side, which 
includes the definition of health. The light (right) side of the model represents activity, 
“giving out”, taking part in activities, and demonstrating the components mentioned in the 
model. The dark (left) side of the model represents passiveness, “taking in”, relaxing, and 
demonstrating normal physical functioning (he or she for example sleeps well). Balancing 
these two sides should give a promising development of your individual health. 
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Appendix 3 
 
A developmental model on transitions faced by athletes (Wylleman & Lavallee, 2004). The 
dotted lines indicate an approximation of the age where the transition occurs 
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Appendix 4 
 

Snowsports Matrix 
Age 5/6/7 8/9/10 11/12 13/14 15 16 17 18/19 20+ 

LTAD Level 2 2 3 3/4 4 5 5 6 7 

Stage Fundam
entals 

Train to 
train 

Train to 
train 

Learn to 
train 

Train to 
race 

Train to 
race 

Train to 
race 

Train to 
win 

Train to 
win 

Programme Club Programme Club Programme National Team 

Volume 

Days on snow (10% 
dry) 

47+ 55+ 75+ 100+ 115+ 115+ 127+ 147+ 130+ 

Non club WE 
programme ski days 

16+         

Club WE programme 
ski days 

16 32 32 32 32 32 32 32  

Holidays 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15  

Off season ski days   10-15 13-18 25-28 25-28 30-40 45-55 40-50 

Off hill activity days 320 310 290 220 205 205 205 150 160 

Training Specifics (1 day = 5 hours) 

Free skiing 40% 40% 25% 20% 20% 15% 15% 15% 10% 

Gate drills all terrain 25% 25% 25% 25% 20% 20% 15% 15% 10% 

Tech free ski drills 15% 15% 25% 25% 20% 20% 20% 10% 10% 

Play racing  20% 20% 25%       

Specific competition 
training    30% 40% 45% 50% 60% 70% 

Competition  

Training to racing ratio 12.1 9.1 7.1 6.1 5.1 4.1 4.1 3.1 3.1 

Timed duals 3 3 3       

Kombi 2 2 2 2      

Slalom  2 stubby 5 stubby 8 12 14 16 18  

Giant Slalom  3 3 6 10 13 14 16  

Super G    2 2 2 4 4  

Downhill     2 4 2 4  

Formal competitions 
balancing train ratio  

4 6 10-12 14-18 20-25 25-35 30-40 40-45  
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Appendix 5 
 

Performance matrix - Technical Tactical  Physical Psychological Equipment Environment 

Stage 
Age Technical Tactical Physical Psychological Equipment Environment 

competition 

1 
0-5 

Learning and 
having FUN Learning turning, 

stopping and 
starting skills 

Play / Fun / Skiing 
with good balance Positive 

reinforcement and 
positive parental 
support essential  

NA NA 

2 
6-9 

Deliberate play 
Learn basic skills 
Rhythm and timing 
Separation 
Angulation 

Guided free skiing Having fun 
Intro to agility 
balance and 
coordination  

Teamwork and 
sportsmanship / 
Encourage a 
balanced lifestyle 

3 clip boot (60-80) 
Skis head height 
depending on 
height and weight 

Local competition 
FUN inter-club events 

3 
9-12 

Develop carving 
skills 
Sound technical 
base 
Free ski all terrain 
with competence 
and good balance 
Strengthen 
angulation 

Specific tactical 
skills  (gate 
blocking etc) 
Predicting terrain, 
line and turn shape 

2 conditioning 
sessions per week / 
can be replaced 
with Judo / 
gymnastics or 
trampolining 
Body awareness 
training 

Positive self talk 
Good work ethic 
and perseverance 
Process orientated - 
not results 
Positive club 
support 

3-4 clip boot 
Fitted boots (80-
100) with even flex 
Race skis SL+GS 
Back and head (FIS 
approved) 
protection 

Local to national 
races (Bairns Bucket 
etc) 
Focus on fun and 
variety of races like 
skierX freestyle and 
Alpine mix or events 

4 
13-15 

Maintain technique 
through growth 
spurt 
Refining carving 
skills and develop 
SPEED and 
EFFICIENCY  

Strategy and line 
Develop line for the 
individuals strength 
Manage different 
course sets and 
changes of rhythm  

2 conditioning 
sessions per week 
Increase agility 
balance and 
coordination / Begin 
light weights and 
focus on form and 
aerobic 

Positive self talk  
Good work ethic 
and perseverance 
Process orientated - 
not results 
Imagery and 
visualization 
techniques 

FIS regulations 
Appendix 1 
Fitted boots 
Skis + training skis 
for GS 
Back, head (FIS 
approved) shin 
protection  

Intro to children’s 
racing 
Variety of races like 
skierX freestyle and 
Alpine mix or events 
May involve some 
international races 

5 
16-17 

Increase strength 
and power in 
technique and 
body. 
Refine technical 
stability  

Tactical refinement 
that is event 
specific 
Advanced tactic 
practice in difficult 
situations 

3 conditioning 
sessions per week 
Strength and power 
and into to 
anaerobic training 
complex agility and 
balance 

Develop race day 
plan and mental 
rehearsal routines 
Athletic planning  
Parents continued 
support  

FIS regulations 
Appendix 2 
Fitted boots 
Back, head (FIS 
approved) shin 
protection  

FIS racing 
National and club 
racing 
Club full time 
programme 

6 
18+ 

Putting it all 
together where 
strength and power 
works to maximum 
effect in technique 

Creative line and 
risk calculating. 
Line developed with 
individual style 

4 conditioning 
sessions per week 
Eccentric strength, 
power explosive, 
core  
Mimic ski position 

Refine performance 
psychology skills: 
Imagery / Goal 
setting and planning 
Dealing with 
competition failure 
and fear  
Parents continued 
support 

FIS regulations 
Appendix 2 
Fitted boots 
Back, head (FIS 
approved) shin 
protection  

FIS racing  
National programme 

7 
25+ 

Masters or post 
racing involvement  

Masters or post 
racing involvement  

Masters or post 
racing involvement  

Masters or post 
racing involvement  

Masters or post 
racing involvement  

Masters or post 
racing involvement  
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“It's never either-or, never enjoyment versus advancement, so long as you conceive of 
advancement in terms of learning rather than climbing to the next rung of the professional 
ladder. You are getting ahead if you learn, even if you wind up staying on the same rung.”  
 
― Chris Hadfield, An Astronaut's Guide to Life on Earth 
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Introduction 
 
This guide is intended to provide athlete pathway information for coaches, administrators and 
parents of the Cairngorm Ski Club (CSC).  
 
It is important to help young athletes perform and reach their goals, so different pathways must be 
offered.  This guide is NOT a must do for all athletes. Indeed Cairngorm Ski Club has introduced a 
number of coaching options aimed at appealing to a broader range of interests and keeping young 
athletes involved in snowports whilst they choose which pathway may best suit them.  If more 
members are receiving club coaching longer, CSC is producing better and better skiers.  Some 
athletes may choose not to follow a competitor path, but a recreational one, and it is important that 
they are supported in this direction, which will lead to a life long enjoyment and involvement in 
Snowsport. 
 
The following pages make suggestions for those in the club that do want to seriously improve their 
ski racing performance.  It will give an indication of what it takes to go to the next level, and how to 
get there.  
 
The journey and life long experiences that you have along the way are far more important, than the 
outcome. Not everyone can be a World Cup star like Alain Baxter, but they can and should have a 
lot of fun trying! 
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Fundamentals - U10s 
Building the foundation  

Overveiw At the under 10s stage, FUN is the main requirement on and off snow. On snow versatility 
can come from variety, free skiing and cross pollination of sports. The Cairngorm Ski Club 
encourages children in Alpine to take part in the Park and Pipe programme and vice versa. 

Ideal snow time 
 

Total 40+ skiing days (School Holidays and weekends) 
Ideal ratios: 
• 10 - 25 days free skiing days (coached or holidays with family) 
• 15+ club days during the season 
•  40% gate training days 
• 20% races  

Ideal sport time Sports 3 or 4 times per week after school  

Off season camps October Camp or similar  
• Focus - Introduction to racing camps and racing life (Fun) 
• Location - Hintertux  

In season camps NA 

Suitable 
competitions 

U10 category 
• Fun races (All races should be fun) 
• Combi  
• Schools races  
• Mini races, like CSC Open Champs, Bairns Bucket  

Equipment  10 - 12 years old 

One pair of skis - 10m turning radius, 120 to 140 with sharp edges 
Boots - 3 or 4 clip boot (not rear entry) 
Clothing - water proof / warm / comfortable 
Helmet that is FIS regulated for ski racing with code EN1077 must be class A 
Back Protector 

Every November the Club runs a Snowsports Equipment Sale in Aviemore where 
discounted new and second hand equipment is available to buy  

Technical  
 

Building a solid foundation of technique and sliding skills is key to the age group. U10s 
should learn good technique without necessarily knowing they are learning.  
 
Address blockages, like over rotation  
Pole planting  
Stubby slalom and GS techniques  
Steering edging and pressure control  
Carving on easy GS courses  
Soft touch and reactionary skills  
Basic freestyle and jumping skills  
Stopping and reacting skills like hockey stops both sides  

See coaches handbook 
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Physical  Try a variety of sporting activities  
Have a positive and enthusiastic attitude to sport 
Acquire a range of fundamental movement skills and general sports skills 

Psychological  Enthusiastic and keen to ski 
Can deal with simple problem-solving tasks in training sessions 
Are focussing on being the best he/she can be by and giving it his/her best effort.  
Having fun while learning, competing and developing 

Performance 
Indicators 

Carving on an easy blue run  
Skiing on one ski (right and left) 
Jumping 180s (small jumps) 
Skiing backwards 
Off piste capability (functional)  
Short turns (short swings) with pole plant on steeper red run 
Mogul skiing 
Stopping quickly (both sides) 

Parents Support your children, don’t judge, coach nor compare them to others. Come to the 
sessions on time, and if you are able to help, then ask if there is anything you can do.  

CSC has a large volunteer support network. If you would like to lend a helping hand then 
please get in touch with us 

Coaches Above all else, training sessions for under 10s should be fun. The coach must promote a 
love for snowsport and the mountain life, and take great care to keep this age group safe 
(especially from other skiers) and well cared for. Creating a great team atmosphere with 
your group will ensure the kids keep coming back 

Discovery-based learning environment. Coaches and parents of under 10s should be 
encouraged to set-up learning areas for athletes of this age to discover and explore in 
safety.  
 
Meeting with parents before setting off (times for pick up, lunch etc)  
Warm up with games and play 
Short and clear instructions (this age group have very short attention spans)  
Safe comfortable environments (slopes out of the wind)  
Buddy system (so you don’t lose anyone) 
Warm and waterproof clothing (especially important in Scotland)  
Fill the day with “challenges” (e.g. one ski skiing and skiing switch) 
Under 10s learn from seeing not hearing so demonstrate well 
Positive reinforcement (can do it)  
Keep em’ moving (no ski instructor lines and limit one at a time demos)  
Males and females together in the groups  
Focus on challenges that include speed of movement and agility 
Master carving on easy terrain 
Parent communication - let them know if the kid needs anything 
Smaller people need smaller skis, and SMALLER GATES (not obstacles)   
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Train to Train - U12s 
Learning about training in sport   

Overveiw At this age kids start to learn basic tactics (e.g. ski racers develop line and freestylers 
develop rotational techniques etc). Motor learning is acquired more quickly “in the brain” at 
this age of development than any other age. The emphasis should still be on fun and 
learning a broad variety of skill s in deferent sports. Under 12s can also start to learn to be 
a little more independent in the training environment. Getting used to routines and taking 
care of their equipment etc.  

Ideal snow time Total 50 - 75 skiing days (School Holidays and weekends) 
Ideal ratios: 
• 10 - 25 days free skiing days (coached or holidays with family) 
• 15+ club days during the season 
• 10 - 15 days on camps abroad (if affordable)  
•  40% gate training days 
• 12% races 
The Cairngorm Ski Club encourages children to occasionally cross pollinate from Alpine to 
the Park and Pipe and vice versa.  

Ideal sport time Extra sport 3/4 times per week after or before school  

Off season camps 
abroad 

October Camp (6 - 10 days) 
• Focus - building routines and being more self sufficient on camp  
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
Sept / Nov Indoor Slalom Camp (4 days) 
• Gaining mileage and lots of SL (Stubby) course training and technique  
• Location - Snow dome in Germany or Holland 

In season camps 
abroad 

Easter Training Camp (May include British Champs race week (5 - 10 days) 
• Focus - building routines and being more self sufficient on camp  
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
New Year (6-10 days) 
• Focus - building routines and being more self sufficient on camp  
• Location - Europe with snow 

Suitable 
competitions 

U12 category 
• National (SSS) races in the U12 category 
• Fun races (All races should be fun!) 
• Combi  
• Schools races  
• CSC Open Champs, Bairns Bucket and Scottish racing series  
Note: To enter the British Championships competitors need to be BARSC registered with 
under 400 points. U12s do not require any pre selection 
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Equipment  10 - 12 years old  

1-2 x Skis (example Dynastar “Team” series) 
SL - 139 - 146 / 11m turning radius +-1m (if only one pair then this is the ski)  
GS - 160 - 165 / 17m turning radius +-1m 
Sharp edges / have a file and basic tuning equipment (will still need help to tune skis) 
Boots - 4 clip boot flex 70 - 90 
Helmet that is FIS regulated for ski racing with code EN1077 must be class A 
Back Protector 

Every November the Club runs a Snowsports Equipment Sale in Aviemore where 
discounted new and second hand equipment is available to buy  

Technical  
 

Technical proficiency in and out of competition 
Jump, tucking and gliding  
SG and GS free skiing skills 
Adjust the turn shape in GS 
Change rhythm in slalom without crashing out 
Inclined through the turn 

See coaches handbook 
 

Physical  Introduce specific conditioning training centred around balance, agility and coordination. 
 
BSS athletic capacity testing: go to BSS web site for details 
http://www.teambss.org.uk/media/126053/bss%20ace%20profile%20-
%20alpine%20ski%20-%20updated%2026%2003%2014.pdf 

Psychological  Positive thinking  
Ability to concentrate and focus on task  
Ability to relax when not training  

Performance 
Indicators 

Good self organisation  
A positive and enthusiastic attitude to sport 
Sound technique in long and short turns (free skiing) 
Carving and sound technique in easy GS courses and stubby slalom 
Carving cleanly on easy GS courses 
One ski carving slalom turns on easy green terrain (both sides)  
Jumping 360 (small jumps) 

Parents The training emphasis at this stage is about developing skills and building a sound 
technical base. The training and racing should be fun, but their is a little more emphasis on 
learning and building the key components of good technique.  

Continue to encourage participation in multiple sports. Team sports are important too, and 
studies show that regular participation is not only good for developing individual sports skill, 
but also kids under 15 years of age who play team sports regularly, are twice as likely to go 
to university! 

CSC has a large volunteer support network. If you would like to lend a helping hand then 
please get in touch with us 
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Coaches Motor learning is acquired more quickly “in the brain” at this age of development than any 
other age. 1. Start with the proper form or technique (essential) 2. Get plenty of practice or 
reps 3. Build more complex skills to master.  
 
Physically, children can do body weight activities like lunges squats etc, and simple goal 
setting and concentration skills are also introduced. 
 
Introduce more decision making  
Accommodate maturity differences (relative age factor and female versus boys) 
Competition develops decision making, mental toughness and physical skills 
Training develops technical, fundamentals (ABCs) and specific snowsport skills 
Balanced focus toward training and competing (not too much not too little) 
Games and challenges are best to develop physical ABCs (slack line or unicycle) 
Smaller people need smaller skis and SMALLER GATES (not obstacles) 
Match skill and drill levels 
Positive reinforcement is essential 
Good demonstrations 
Gradually give racers responsibility for their own learning  
NO favourites 
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Train to Race - U14s 
Becoming a racer   

Overview  Athlete focus  
 
This is the stage when young sporty kids become aspiring athletes. We should refer to 
them as “young athletes” from now on. The emphasis is still on refining the fundamentals 
and consolidating skiing and snowboarding technical skills. Developmentally appropriate 
tactics become more important.  
 
This age level can still be the entry level in to the sport for some people, so we need to be 
aware that some young aspiring athletes in this stage may still have to be trained and 
coaches in the stage earlier. 
 

Ideal snow time 
(UK National level) 

Total 75 - 100 days skiing days (School Holidays and weekends) 
 
Ideal ratios: 
15 - 25 free skiing days (coached or holidays with family) 
15 club days  
20+ camp days (see below for options) 
50% gate training days 
15% races 
 
The Cairngorm Ski Club encourages children to occasionally cross pollinate from Alpine to 
the Park and Pipe and vice versa.  

Ideal sport time Extra sport 5/6 times per week after or before school  
 

Off season camps 
abroad 

October Camp (6 - 10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical awareness and practice (significant changes to technique can be 

made at this time of year 
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
Sept / Nov Indoor Slalom Camp (4 days) 
• Gaining mileage and lots of SL (Stubby) course training and technique  
• Location - Snow dome in Germany or Holland 

In season camps 
abroad 

Easter Training Camp (May include British Champs race week (5 - 10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical / Practice / Racing  
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
New Year (6-10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical / Practice / Racing 
• Location - Europe with snow 

Suitable 
competitions 

National (SSS) races in the U14 category 
UK National races if qualifying (under 400 BASS points) 
 
Note: In this age group athletes need to be BASS registered through Snowsport Scotland  
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Equipment  13 - 14 years old 

2 x Skis 
SL - 146 - 150 / 12m turning radius +-1m 
GS - 165 - 175 / 19 - 24m turning radius +-1m 
Sharp edges / have a file and basic tuning equipment (will be able to tune skis on own) 
Boots - 4 clip boot flex 90 (12 years old) - 110 (13 years old)  
Helmet that is FIS regulated for ski racing with code EN1077 must be class A 
Back Protector 

Every November the Club runs a Snowsports Equipment Sale in Aviemore where 
discounted new and second hand equipment is available to buy  

Technical  
 

These young athletes need to be challenged in all conditions. Honing skills on perfect 
conditions can now be adapted to more challenging slopes and on more difficult conditions. 
Training some courses over 1 minute long in GS and over 35 seconds in Slalom. 

The emphasis should still be on creating enjoyable training and great learning 
environments, while dialling in the important skills needed to ski at faster speeds 
and under more load. Strength and power are required and care should be taken to 
not overload the knees if the kids have growing issues (Osgood Schlatters).  

Rest and quality over quantity training is preferable.  

See coaches handbook 
 

Physical  Maximum athletic capacity (many different sports) 
Depending on PHV: 
interval training once or twice a week 
Weight training technique with no load may be practiced 
Dynamic mobility and stretching  
 
BSS athletic capacity evaluations: 
http://www.teambss.org.uk/media/126053/bss%20ace%20profile%20-
%20alpine%20ski%20-%20updated%2026%2003%2014.pdf 
 
Get ready for ski season (Kelly Starrett) work out prior and post activity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I21XHU-oV7s 

Psychological  Goal setting  
Mental imagery and inspection practice  
Pre race preparation  

Performance 
Indicators 

Building athlete routines  
Equipment organisation and upkeep 
Sound technique in and out of gates 
All round performance in all terrain (off piste, bumps etc)  
Being able to go all out in races and training and not crash out  
Having good recovery skills 

Parents Like any sport at U14s, ski racing becomes more time consuming. It is a good time perhaps 
to start networking with other parents in the club to maximise value and minimise time. It 
also becomes more expensive as more camps abroad are required to keep improving.  
Racers need to be registered  
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Coaches Coaches should provide strong direction. More responsibility and expectation should be 
placed on the athletes.  
 
Refine technical skills  
Build awareness of how conditions affect technical weaknesses 
Core stability on and off snow  
Smaller people need smaller skis and SMALLER GATES (not obstacles) 
More focus and demand on perfection 
Skill development through progressions 
More challenging environments that still have a high chance of success (e.g. working up a 
difficult training course one gate at a time)  
Slalom cross blocking introduced (with light gates)   
Learning warm up, cool down, hydration, recovery and mental preparation skills 
 
Can the athletes be responsible for their own warm up and cool down?  
Are the athletes showing awareness of hydration and their health?  
Do the athletes know when they need to recover and regenerate?   
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Train to Compete - U16s 
Becoming an athlete 

Overview  Athlete focus  
 
Test and develop under more challenging conditions (ski racer - tighter courses / harder 
snow conditions). Physically, athletes can now improve there aerobic capacity as well as 
power, agility, suppleness and speed of movement. There are still growth issues at this 
age that may make athlete more vulnerable to injury. Care must be taken and growth 
variation in children must reflect the type of physical activity they do.  
 
 
 

Ideal snow time Total 115+ days skiing days (School Holidays and weekends) 
 
Ideal ratios: 
15 - 25 free skiing days (coached or holidays with family) 
15 club days  
30+ camp days (see below for options) 
50% gate training days 
15% races 
 
The Cairngorm Ski Club encourages children to occasionally cross pollinate from Alpine to 
the Park and Pipe and vice versa.  

Ideal sport time Extra sport 5/6 times per week after or before school  

Off season camps 
abroad  

May consider a more full training programme year round.  
 
Suitable camps include:  
 
October Camp (6 - 10 days) 
• Focus - Practice (significant changes to technique can be made at this time of year 
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
Sept and Nov Indoor Slalom Camp (4 days) 
• Gaining mileage and lots of SL course training and technique  
• Location - Snow dome in Germany or Holland 

In season camps 
abroad 

Easter Training Camp (May include British Champs race week (5 - 10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical / Practice / Racing  
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
New Year (6-10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical / Practice / Racing 
• Location - Europe with snow 

Suitable 
competitions 

National (SSS) races in the U16 category 
UK National races if qualifying (under 400 BASS points) 
 
Note: In this age group athletes need to be BASS registered through Snowsport Scotland  
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Equipment  15 - 16 years old 

2 x Skis 
SL - 150 / 13m turning radius +-1m 
GS - 175 - 185 / 24 - 35m turning radius +-1m 
Boots - 4 clip boot flex 110 - 130 (older stronger athletes)  
Helmet that is FIS regulated for ski racing with code EN1077 must be class A 
Back Protector 

Every November the Club runs a Snowsports Equipment Sale in Aviemore where 
discounted new and second hand equipment is available to buy  

Technical  
 

Personal style and flare are important. Be careful not to coach personal style out of the 
athletes at the level. There are many different ways to skin this cat, so coaches need to 
use what they have infant of them as well as the models they know. Use strength and 
angles to create different turn shapes  

These young athletes need to be challenged in all conditions. Honing skills on perfect 
conditions can now be adapted to more challenging slopes and on more difficult 
conditions. Training some courses over 1 minute long in GS and over 35 seconds in 
Slalom. 

See coaches handbook 

Physical  Can develop lifting techniques 
Explosive power required  
Upper body strength is important for balance and core stability 
Develop aerobic capacity  
 
BSS athletic capacity evaluations: 
http://www.teambss.org.uk/media/126053/bss%20ace%20profile%20-
%20alpine%20ski%20-%20updated%2026%2003%2014.pdf 
 
Follow the Get ready for ski season (Kelly Starrett) work out prior and post activity 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I21XHU-oV7s 

Psychological  Mental toughness  
Professional attitude to training and sport  
Self analysis skills  

Performance 
Indicators 

Benchmarking and testing in skiing and fitness against the best in year group are key to 
goal setting and programme development.  
 
BSS Skills Quest and BSS Athletic Capacity Tests are available online  
 

Parents Support and fundraising are key components to a young U16 athlete’s career in sport. 
They will need help directly from you, as the governing bodies in the UK are just not 
capable of providing support at all levels.  

SSS may be able to offer advice regarding the jump to international racing at 16 year old to 
prepare you for the future.  
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Coaches Coaches should set up learning environments where athletes can get the most out of 
training, and for the most part work out solutions for themselves. For example skiing a 
steep GS course without poles.  

This is often challenging at Cairngorm where a balance of negotiation skills and hard work 
is required to successfully get the best areas to train.   

Team work is important between the athletes and the coach, and the athletes and their 
peers. Feedback is predominantly based on how the outside influences are affecting the 
athletes. 
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Train to win - U21s 
Pushing the limits - FIS racing 

Overview  Athletes aged 16 and over are eligible to apply for an FIS (Federation International Ski) 
license. This, if awarded, allows the holder to compete in international competitions around 
the world and occasionally at home in Scotland.  
 
 

Become a coach / 
instructor 

Become a coach or instructor  
 
It is critical to the future of the club that our current and retired ski racers continue to be 
involved in snowsports after ski racing. There are great opportunities for young skiers to 
become instructors and coaches. Whether part time or full time, instructing and coaching 
provides a great fun way to make a living or help pay for further education. 

Ideal snow time 
UK National level 

Total 125+ days skiing days (School Holidays and weekends) 
 
Ideal ratios: 
15 - 25 free skiing days (coached or holidays with family) 
15 club days  
30+ camp days (see below for options) 
50% gate training days 
15% races 
 
The Cairngorm Ski Club encourages children to occasionally cross pollinate from Alpine to 
the Park and Pipe and vice versa.  

Ideal sport time Extra sport 5/6 times per week after or before school  

Off season camps 
abroad  

May consider a more full training programme year round.  
 
Suitable camps include:  
 
October Camp (6 - 10 days) 
• Focus - Practice (significant changes to technique can be made at this time of year 
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
Sept and Nov Indoor Slalom Camp (4 days) 
• Gaining mileage and lots of SL course training and technique  
• Location - Snow dome in Germany or Holland 
 
New Zealand (Summer Holidays)  
• Winter training for long periods - up to 6 weeks including races  
• Often this is a more cost efficient and better use of school holidays than taking time 

away during the northern hemisphere winter  
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Winter camps 
abroad  

Easter Training Camp (May include British Champs race week (5 - 10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical / Practice / Racing  
• Location - Hintertux / Tignes or Indoor  
 
New Year (6-10 days) 
• Focus - Tactical / Practice / Racing 
• Location - Europe with snow 
 
FIS Racing Camps 
•     March April are the best times to join FIS race camps 

Suitable 
competitions 

Unlimited FIS races and club races in Scotland 
UK National races if qualifying (under 400 BASS points) including British and Scottish 
Championships 
 
Note: In this age group athletes need to be BASS registered through Snowsport Scotland  

Equipment  FIS regulation skis required  
Follow www.fisski.com for more information 

Technical  
 

Refinement and correction of small components that make a big difference in time gain in 
races. Some athletes still have fairly major blockages in their technique that need time and 
practice to address properly. This is usually done in the summer months.  

Physical  Full time Strength and Conditioning programmes including input from team and specialists 
from agencies like Scottish Institute of Sport 
Testing on a regular basis with show incremental gains and areas that need further 
attention.  

Psychological  Performance at major events need mental preparation and awareness.  

Performance 
Indicators 

FIS - BSS Athlete Tracker  

Parents Support and fundraising are key components to a young U16 athlete’s career in sport. 
They will need help directly from you, as the governing bodies in the UK are just not 
capable of providing support at all levels.  

SSS may be able to offer advice regarding the jump to international racing at 16 year old to 
prepare you for the future.  
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Coaches Coaches at this level need not to demonstrate well, as the athletes have normally 
surpassed their standard, but instead need to carefully PLAN. MANAGE and 
COORDINATE. They act more like business managers than what you might think of as a 
coach.  

Networking with other teams and resorts for the best training environments is a key 
ingredient of a FIS coach.  

For 16 year olds and older, the UK Coach Education Courses (UKCP) are available in the 
UK through Snowsport Scotland and BASI. Level 1 is the entry level and this course, and 
apart from being suited for aspiring club coaches, this course is also suitable for skiing 
parents who wish to learn more about the coaching process. The skiing standard is carved 
turns down a blue or easy red.  

Level 2 and level 3 are more for coaches and will include a higher level of skiing 
requirement, course setting practice and international racing awareness.  

Historically Scottish coaches have also been attracted to the Canadian (CSCF) system as 
it is english speaking and has a lot more detail and material in the coaching material. 
These courses are not offered in Europe.  

 
 
 
 
 
 


